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Peripheral Adenomatoid Odontogenic 
Tumour — Is It Really Peripheral?:  
A Case Report
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ABSTRACT
A Peripheral Adenomatoid Odontogenic Tumour (PAOT) is 
quite a rare entity which has been infrequently reported in the 
literature. These uncommon clinical variants of an Adenomatoid 
Odontogenic Tumour (AOT), typically manifest as a soft tissue 
mass of the gingiva, which mimick a common epulis, but yet have 
an identical histopathologic presentation as their intraosseous 

counterpart. These lesions, though they are indolent in nature, 
have a tendency to cause well defined deep bony pockets. Only 
fourteen cases have been adequately documented so far. We 
are reporting a case of a PAOT of the anterior maxillary gingiva, 
with a periodontal bone defect in a 12 year old girl. The relevant 
literature has been briefly reviewed, with an insight into the 
probable origin of PAOTs with bony defects. 

InTRoduCTIon
Being reported in the literature as sporadic, Peripheral ade nomatoid 
odontogenic tumours (PAOTs) account for a meagre 2.3% of the 
adenomatoid odontogenic tumours (AOTs) which have been 
published so far [1]. These rare clinical variants of AOT typically 
manifest as a soft tissue mass of the gingiva, which mimick an 
epulis, but yet have an identical histopathologic presentation as their 
intraosseous counterpart [2]. These occur mainly during the mixed 
dentition period and a couple has also been reported in children 
who are less than five years of age. Though they are indolent in 
nature, some of the reported cases have been associated with 
deep bony pockets [1].

CASe RepoRT
A 12 years old girl presented to our hospital with a six month history 
of an asymptomatic soft tissue mass on the maxillary gingiva. Her 
history revealed that the growth had started as a small nodule and 
had attained the present size and was not associated with pain 
or spontaneous bleeding. Her medical history was uneventful. 
Intra orally, a sessile growth of size 0.8 x 1.2 x 0.5 cm was seen, 
that almost entirely covered the labial surface of the right maxillary 
central incisor [Table/Fig-1]. The growth had displaced the tooth 
palatally [Table/Fig-1 inset]. Palpation revealed a firm to hard mass 
with a slightly lobulated surface and mobility of the involved tooth. 
No cervical lymphadenopathy was detected. On the Intra Oral 
Periapical Radiograph, extensive bone loss along the distal surface 
of the right maxillary central incisor, with periodontal ligament space 
widening on the mesial surface, was appreciated [Table/Fig-2]. 

With a provisional diagnosis of fibrous epulis, the lesion was excised 
in toto; the bone defect was curetted and the mobile right maxillary 
central incisor was splinted with the adjacent teeth. 

The excised lesion was examined microscopically. It was com-
posed of a fibrous connective tissue which was covered by 
overlying oral epithelium [Table/Fig-3]. The deeper layers of the 
connective tissue showed proliferation of the darkly staining, tall, 
columnar, odontogenic epithelial cells which were arranged in 
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[Table/Fig-2]: Intra – oral Periapical radiograph showing well defined 
bone defect loss along the distal surface and periodontal ligament space 
widening on the mesial surface of the right maxillary central incisor

[Table/Fig-1]: Intra – oral photograph showing a sessile growth almost 
entirely covering the labial surface of right maxillary central incisor. Inset 
shows palatal displacement of right maxillary central incisor
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odontogenic tumours, they constitute a mere 3.4% [3] of the 
tumours. These have identical histopathologic presentations as 
their intra-osseous counter parts, except that they occur in the soft 
tissue which overlie the tooth bearing areas of the maxilla and the 
mandible [2]. 

AOTs are benign odontogenic tumours with unique clinical and 
histopathologic characteristics. The three known variants of AOT 
include the follicular variant, the extra follicular variant and the 
peripheral epulis like variant. The follicular and the extra follicular 
variants are intraosseous lesions; the former shows a pericoronal 
relationship with the crown of an unerupted tooth, while the latter 
does not [2]. The peripheral variant is an extra osseous lesion and 
it accounts for a meagre 2.3% of the AOT‘s which have been 
reported in the literature [1]. They typically present as soft tissue 
masses of the gingiva which mimick an epulis, as most of the other 
peripheral odontogenic tumours do. Their demographic features 
are very similar to those of their intra osseous counter parts. PAOT 
has a surprisingly high female predilection in the ratio of 2:1 [4]. 
These are about seven times more common in the maxilla than in 
the mandible [4]. With a peak incidence at 12 years (9-17 years), 
these manifest most often on the labial aspect of the maxillary 
teeth, mostly in relation to the incisors [5]. Although there are no 
pathognomonic radiographic findings, it has a tendency (67% 
of the reported cases) to cause periodontal bone loss or a well 
defined deep bony pocket [1,6,4,7], which was observed in the 
present case. 

The clinical differential diagnosis for these peripheral epulis like 
variants should range from the more common lesions like the 
fibrous epulides, pyogenic granulomas, peripheral giant cell 
granulomas and the peripheral ossifying fibromas to the rarer 
connective tissue neoplasms like fibromas, neurofibromas and 
peripheral odontogenic neoplasms. 

The histogenesis of the peripheral variant, as for the central 
variant, is quite debatable. It can be categorised either as a 
benign tumour or as a hamartomatous lesion [5], which is derived 
from the odontogenic epithelium and its remnants. The lesions 
which occur very early in life, at around three years of age, can 
be regarded as hamartomatous lesions, while the others which 
occur at a later age are considered as benign neoplasms. 
There still prevails an uncertainty over the categorisation and 
the nomenclature of these Epulis like AOTs, which show a 
deep punched out moat like bony defect of the periodontal 
space. Whether these are follicular/extra – follicular AOTs which 
originated intraosseously and erupted along with the tooth in 
relation and finally assumed a peripheral position or lesions with 
a denovo peripheral origin, is a question to ponder upon [2]. 
The present case also falls into this category of un – identifiable 
origin, which was named by Philipsen et al., as hybrid variant [6]. 
A similar case which was recently reported by Jham et al., [7] had 
the features of a central lesion and a peripheral presentation can 
also be called as a hybrid variant of an AOT. The intraosseous 
origin of the epulis like variant with a radiographic periodontal 
manifestation becomes the most rational argument, since such 
small lesions are not expected to cause a appreciable bone loss. 
Hence, the bony defect is most likely to be a remnant of the 
eruptive pathway of the AOT, when it erupted along with the 
tooth in relation and finally assumed a peripheral location [4]. The 
cell rests of serrae in the superficial gingiva or in the basal cell 
layer of the oral epithelium, seem to be the most probable origin 
for those PAOTs without a periodontal bony defect [6,8].

rossetes and a few duct like structures. The ducts were variably 
lined by columnar or cuboidal epithelial cells [Table/Fig-4]. The 
deeper sections of the specimen, which were evaluated, showed 
varying amounts of calcified material [Table/Fig-5]. A diagnosis of a 
Peripheral adenomatoid odontogenic tumour was rendered. 

A subsequent follow up to six weeks revealed considerable reduc-
tion in the mobility of the right maxillary central incisor. An inclined 
plane was planned to align the right maxillary central incisor in cross 
bite. Unfortunately, the patient was lost for further follow up. 

dISCuSSIon
Peripheral or extra osseous odontogenic tumours are quite infre-
quent, rare lesions of the oral cavity. Within the classification of 

[Table/Fig-3]: Photomicrograph showing rosettes of odontogenic 
epithelial cells (grey arrow) and scattered duct like structures (black 
arrow). Overlying stratified squamous epithelium is also seen (blue 
arrow). (Original magnification x 40)

[Table/Fig-4]: (A) Photomicrograph showing rossetes of odontogenic 
epithelial cells (black arrow) and duct like structures (blue arrows) 
(Original magnification x 100). (B) Photomicrograph showing well 
defined duct like structures lined by cuboidal cells. (C) Photomicrograph 
showing duct like structures lined by columnar odontogenic epithelial 
cells. (B and C – original magnification x 400)

[Table/Fig-5]: Photomicrograph showing basophilic amorphous 
calcified material (black arrow) and rosettes of odontogenic epithelial 
cells near by (blue arrow). (Original magnification x 150)
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The histopathology of the peripheral variant is analogous to 
that of the central variant with the characteristic rosettes of the 
odontogenic epithelial cells and duct like structures which are lined 
by columnar or cuboidal cells, with their nuclei being polarized 
away from the luminal surface and diffuse calcifications. These are 
usually unencapsulated unlike the central lesions [2,9]. 

The peripheral odontogenic tumours are generally indolent. This 
benign biologic behaviour appears to be true for the PAOTs too. 
So, a conservative excision with adequate margins seems to be 
the treatment of choice [10]. In cases like the present one, with 
associated bone defects and mobility of the tooth, a deep curettage, 
filling the defect with bone graft and splinting the compromised 
tooth with the adjacent teeth, will salvage the tooth. Bone grafting 
was not considered in this case, as during surgery, a single walled 
defect was evident. There is too little information on PAOTs in the 
literature and recurrences have not been documented. 

ConCluSIon 
The Peripheral odontogenic tumours, by themselves, are rare. 
Within the classification of the peripheral odontogenic tumours, 
the PAOTs are still rarer and uncommon. The intraosseous origin 
of these hybrid PAOTs with bony defects seems to be the most 
plausible answer. The strikingly high (7:1) predilection in the maxilla 
and the fact that all but one PAOT have been reported in relation to 
the incisor teeth as opposed to a high incidence of canine related 
intra-osseous AOTs being still, warrants a discussion regarding the 
nomenclature and the reclassification of these hybrid variants of 

AOTs. The future reports on PAOTs with or without bony defects 
will answer the question. 
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